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- Lot’s of text to drown in

- Total page needs heavy scrolling

Made for scanning -

Organized in categories -

No more scrolling -

Search handles input data accordingly -

First things first -



- All letters are displayed, making 
a huge page

- Search function is double and 
menu had double features

Bar remains consistent -

Search function is clearly in the middle -

Filter is not in the bar anymore -
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Short example of drop down bar -



- User feels overwhelmed and 
menu bar changed again

- What is clickable and why are 
there so many things double

Give user more control -

Design for direct search -
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- User feels overwhelmed and 
menu bar changed again

- What is clickable and why are 
there so many things double

Give user more control -

Design for direct search -

Use graphics for clear navigation -

Structured using metaphors -



- No way to get back

- Graphically a lot better than 
homepage

More control with the menu bar –

Consistency –



- Why lead the user out of the 
target window

- No other options to regain 
control and navigation

Consistency remains –

Also the control and menu structure 
maintain the user’s freedom ability –



- Still quite a lot of scrolling

- Menu bar has changed without 
homepage option

Homepage option has returned –

Menu structure and bar are the same –

Scrolling is minimized, but lay-out needs -
to be adapted like previous adaptions



Thank you for listening
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